Abstract: Academic freedom has long been a sacrosanct principle in higher education; however, the same rights to intellectual autonomy have rarely been afforded K-12 practitioners. In times of national political crisis, the abilities of teachers to engage students in the crucial debates about contemporary public policy issues have been stretched to the breaking point. Florida public education between 1945 and 1961 represents a model case of the southeastern political establishment's efforts to thwart progressivism in public schools between World War II and reapportionment. Under the guise of "Americanism," self-defined "patriotic" groups such as The American Legion, the Chambers of Commerce, and Daughters of the American Revolution intervened in educational policies in order to impose strict limits on academic freedom in public schools in an effort to quash what they considered the "Communist threat" in American education. Utilizing archival sources, newspaper articles and correspondence, much of it housed in the Florida State Archives in Tallahassee, this proposed paper details the last stand of segregationist and anticommunist forces in Florida education. It focuses on three important cases spanning the period and the Florida peninsula from Jacksonville to Miami in order to investigate the influence of conservative groups and individuals on postwar educational He has research interests in academic freedom and teaching controversy in social studies classrooms.
PUBLIC INTEREST STATEMENT
During the post-WWII era, cold war fears and the burgeoning civil rights movement challenged the largely conservative political establishment in the state of Florida. This article addresses a subject largely neglected beyond the realm of higher education: the attacks on the academic freedom of K-12 public school teachers in Florida during the period of [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] [1956] [1957] [1958] [1959] [1960] . It explores an intriguing dynamic involving pressure exerted on teachers by a network of national organizations tied to the Republican Party and ad hoc parents' groups, and poses the following questions: what tactics were used by anti-communist organizations operating in Florida in order to remove teachers considered subversive from classrooms? How did school administrators respond to these tests of the intellectual freedom rights of individual teachers? This article adds to the body of scholarship within educational history regarding the history of threats to academic freedom of K-12 practitioners.
Introduction
Academic freedom has long been recognized as a concern in higher education. The American Association of University Professors (AAUP), founded in 1915 with philosopher John Dewey as its first president, clearly defined the pressing need for the right of university faculty to intellectual independence in its founding statement:
Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either individual teacher or the institution as a whole. The common good depends upon the free speech for truth and its free exposition. Academic freedom is essential to these purposes. 1 There is consequently a significant body of scholarship by educational historians who have documented the history of academic freedom and the violations of its principles on American campuses.
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At the same time, however, there has been a relative absence of concern for and subsequent vacuum in the literature regarding similar challenges to the academic freedom of secondary-level public school teachers in the 1950s.
3 Contemporary educational theorists have proposed a number of reasons for this lack of scholarship in regard to the right to intellectual autonomy for teachers. 4 This paper addresses the gap in scholarship in relation to anti-Communist campaigns against public school teachers in Florida, a state that is of particular interest given its divided character between the conservative, "Bible Belt" politics of its northern section, and the influence in the southern section of Cuban-American politics after the Cuban Revolution of 1959. I focus on the late 40s and 50s, a period that represents what Karen Graves considers the last gasp of the power of "The Pork Chop Gang," a rural alliance whose power was ended by Supreme Court ordered reapportionment (Graves, 2007) . I investigate the activities of organizations such as the American Legion, the Chambers of Commerce, Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) and their affiliates in Florida from 1945 to 1960 as they relate to specific cases of disciplinary action taken against teachers. I argue against the prevalent sentiment that anti-Communism in the 1940s and 1950s was a grassroots movement supported by the mass of an American public frightened by the prospects of an impending confrontation with the Soviet Union and People's Republic of China. 5 Instead, I contend that the movement popularly known as "the Red Scare," should be understood as a carefully organized campaign on the part of a network of nationally funded, self-styled "patriotic organizations" working in concert with sympathetic political figures at federal, state and local levels to drive Communist, and even merely progressive, elements out of public institutions, including public education. 6 Those individuals who sparked local controversies were far from the ordinary "neighbors next door;" 7 rather they were often activists connected with these national organizations and were in constant contact with leaders of these groups who monitored their activities and boasted of their achievements. The events in Florida during three distinct periods provide ample evidence to support these assertions.
GI Bill, which provided millions of returning veterans with free university educations.
9 At the same time, however, the principles of Keynesianism were gradually replaced by those hewing to a supplyside philosophy owing its fealty to the "Chicago School" of Milton Friedman and George Stigler. 10 This philosophical shift involved a battle of ideas over many years, taking place in the halls of power in Washington, the pages of noted journals and, increasingly, the classrooms of universities and secondary schools across the country. As the memory of "V-J Day" faded into the frightening nuclear landscape of the cold war, this ideological battle would put enormous pressures on teachers and university professionals.
11 During the period from 1945 to 1960, many educators lost their jobs, their reputations, and even their lives in this struggle. Some-particularly at the university level-were politically committed dissenters; others were merely caught in the political whirlwind that came to be known colloquially as "McCarthyism."
It is difficult to overestimate the influence of the activities of patriotic organizations in this widespread campaign against public education during the period. The American Legion, for example, has been described by Stuart Foster as "a pioneer of anti-communist sentiment" (Foster, 2000, p. 75) . Many Legionnaires were prominent in state and local politics and thus their views about the dangers of progressive education and subversive teachers had a direct effect on school policies. Legion publications throughout the period fulminated against "traitors in the classroom." In the American Legion Magazine of May 1949, for instance, John Dixon wrote:
Above all else we need a renaissance of patriotism in America's history classrooms, an informed and aggressive patriotism … No teacher should be employed in any American history classroom who does not believe whole-heartedly and without any reservation in American free enterprise, in representative government, and in the preservation of the dignity and independence of the individual citizen. (Dixon, 1949, pp. 15-16) Three distinct apogees of anti-Communist activity in the immediate post-World War II era threatened the academic freedom of teachers: the response to President Harry S. Truman's 1947 Executive Order 9835, the "McCarthy Era" of 1951-1954 that represented the height of the efforts of the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC), and the years following the Cuban Revolution of 1959.
12 These three high-water marks of anti-Communism exhibited very different features and objectives. All three periods of activity, however, ultimately threatened the abilities of teachers to practice independent scholarship and intellectual autonomy in the classroom.
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. Moreover, the institutions and mechanisms that had been established to protect these principles-tenure, unionization, and curricular control-were directly challenged during these periods. In all three eras, classroom teachers and university professionals were caught off guard by the ferocity of the attacks from powerful national political and business concerns (Murphy, 1990, p. 3) .
1945-1950
On 22 March 1947, President Harry S. Truman issued Executive Order 9835, which mandated a new national security program premised on the declared loyalty of public employees. Central to this act was the promotion of "loyalty oaths," which would be required of all public employees, including public school teachers and faculty and staff members of state universities and colleges. Ellen Schrecker comments ironically that, "Since the security measures already in place had largely eliminated most Communists and other dissidents from sensitive positions, the new program was superfluous, except as a political gesture" Schrecker (1986, p. 4) . Superfluous or not, these loyalty oaths were taken quite seriously and literally, at least by administrations of public institutions, and were often used to dismiss teachers and university faculty who either refused to adhere to or merely ignored them.
14 Despite the threat, there was significant opposition and resistance to the oaths. O.L. Davis, Jr. remembers:
We college students opposed the loyalty oaths that the Texas legislature imposed upon teachers in public schools and colleges and upon all students at public colleges and universities. One of my ex-GI classmates expressed his contempt of the law by signing, across several semesters, names like "Joseph Stalin" and "Vladimir Lenin" on the copy of his oath, each of which a local official in the busy registration line duly notarized. (Davis, 2000, pp. xi-xii) Loyalty oaths were based on new and often vaguely worded definitions of what it meant to be a "subversive person." For example, the Ober Law, enacted by the Maryland legislature in 1949, defined as "subversive" anyone:
Who commits or aids in the commission, or advocates, abets, advises or teaches by any means any person to commit, attempt to commit, or aid in the commission of any act intended to promote the overthrow, destruction, or alteration of, the constitutional form of the government of the United States, or the State of Maryland … by revolution, force, or violence, or who is a member of a subversive organization. (Author's emphasis) 15 As a result of the combination of the strict adherence to loyalty oaths and a broad definition of dissent and subversion, thousands of teachers and university personnel lost their jobs in the period of 1947-1950. Stuart Foster, for example, reports that over 300 teachers in the New York City public school system were fired in 1948 and 1949 after investigations into their acts of subversion or ties to the Communist Party (CP) (Foster, 2000, p. 1) .
These cold war developments at the national and international level hit Florida at a particularly tense time in the state's history. The first stirrings of a civil rights movement in the state were met with a ferocious response as white supremacist organizations rose to reassert their agendas. In Duval County, for example, there were reports of weekly cross burnings in 1947. In one week in Jacksonville, five crosses were burned around the city. 16 The fear of Soviet infiltration led the local branches of many patriotic organizations to initiate campaigns to censor library materials and speakers deemed "subversive." For example, the chief librarian of the Jacksonville Public Library responded to complaints by American Legion members about subversive library materials by stating that the items in question-copies of "Soviet Russia Today" and "Proletarian News," for example, had not been purchased by the library staff but instead "had been left for the use of readers in the reading room without permission from the library staff." Whether this is an indication of some CP presence in northern Florida at the time is anyone's guess.
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In this heated climate, the loyalty oaths prescribed by Truman's dictate were never questioned by local authorities; state school officials simply imposed them at Governor Millard Caldwell's urging as a matter of course without any discussion at the local level.
18 On 5 July 1948, a directive to begin requiring loyalty oaths of public school employees issued by Superintendent of Public Instruction Thomas D. Bailey-a key figure in Florida public education throughout the late 40s and 50s-went out to district school boards. 19 While there is no record of active organization against these loyalty oaths among secondary-level teachers, defiance of the orders was frequent, especially among veteran teachers who resented their imposition. 20 Among national education organizations, only the National Education Association (NEA) took a stance against loyalty oaths and organized to protect teachers from the effects of their imposition. 21 State disciplinary records show that 12 Florida public school teachers were dismissed at the end of the school year as a result of their refusal to take the mandated loyalty oath during this period. Another method used by patriotic groups in Florida to stem the tide of Communist subversion in the late 1940s was the introduction of "Anti-Red" ordinances. Reminiscent of the "Sundown" ordinances deployed by southern towns in the era of segregation, these ordinances made it illegal for known CP members to live within specific county or city limits. Developed as a national strategy by the American Legion in 1949, it was formally adopted as a statewide campaign by the Florida Legion at its Mid-Winter Conference at Sanford in December 1950. 23 The response was swift. In August 1951, a Legion-dominated Jacksonville City Council adopted an "Anti-Red" ordinance that prohibited registered CP members from residing within the city limits. 24 Other counties, primarily in northern and central Florida, soon followed suit.
While these ordinances were not specifically designed to target public educators, teachers were nonetheless affected by the draconian measures. In Osceola County, for example, Alexander W.
Trainor, a 54-year-old substitute teacher was arrested after falling afoul of the county's new "AntiRed" ordinance. 25 Interestingly, Trainor, who appears to have lived a very transient existence, had been harassed for his CP membership several times before 1950. Originally from Cleveland, he had moved frequently to avoid prosecution under similar ordinances. During the subsequent trial, Trainor never denied having belonged to the CP-and indeed spoke in court about the Party's accomplishments in the area of civil rights and its defense of the Scottsboro Boys-but claimed to have left the party in 1937. 26 Trainor was convicted under the county's "Anti-Red" ordinance and sentenced to four years in prison.
27 While Trainor's fate was unusual, the evidence shows that "Anti-Red" measures motivated by patriotic organizations and carried out by school officials adversely affected teachers in the period of [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] . State archives indicate that 23 teachers lost their jobs during this period as a result of arrests under similar ordinances.
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Throughout this period, then, the evidence shows that a network of public officials tied to patriotic organizations such as Caldwell and Bailey, acted upon national policies erected in the aftermath of Executive Order 9835 to establish local strategies intended to root out what little Communist or subversive element existed in Florida public schools in the late 1940s. Whether these policies were actually successful in this endeavor-or for that matter whether officials were genuinely concerned about Communist indoctrination of Florida public school students-is beside the point; local policies such as the "Anti-Red ordinances" promoted by the American Legion were primarily intended to establish a political climate in which any dissent toward the hegemonic cold war agenda expressed by public officials would be met with the harshest punishment.
1951-1954
A similar picture emerges during the period often referred to as the "McCarthy Era "-1951-1954 . The HUAC grew out of earlier committees, such as the Dies Committee, that responded to the growth of the CP during the years of the Great Depression (Schrecker, 1998, pp. 91-97) . In 1946, HUAC became a permanent standing committee with a broad mandate to investigate charges of Communist subversion within public institutions. This corresponded with an era in which committee members and its supporters issued sensational charges that supporters of the Soviet Union existed within the top levels of the federal government. The 1950 conviction of high-ranking US State Department official Alger Hiss only served to stoke these fears among the American populace; Hiss was convicted for perjuring himself during testimony in hearings responding to the accusations made by writer Whittaker Chambers that Hiss was a Soviet spy.
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The successful prosecution of Hiss established a pattern of public hearings held between 1951 and 1954, in which noted individuals in public life from writers to Hollywood producers were subpoenaed and called before the HUAC in order to testify about their subversive activities. 30 If they refused to appear or to answer questions before the committee-often citing the Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination-they were charged with contempt of Congress and held to large fines or imprisonment.
31 While John Stephens Wood chaired HUAC during this period, these hearings are largely remembered as the arena of Joseph McCarthy, the junior senator from Wisconsin, whose spirited interrogations energized the proceedings.
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University faculty members were often targets of these investigations. For example, Johns Hopkins University professor Owen Lattimore, a recognized expert in the field of US-China affairs, was brought before the committee in 1952 as a result of having been named a Communist conspirator by ex-CP member Louis Budenz.
33 After a lengthy hearing, the final HUAC report found that Lattimore was a "conscious, articulate instrument of the Soviet conspiracy" and cited him for perjury (Schrecker, 1986, p. 166) . In the aftermath of the hearings, Lattimore was allowed to keep his position, but his reputation was severely damaged.
34 Dozens of academics faced a similar fate before the HUAC hearings were brought to an abrupt end in 1954 as a result of the damage to McCarthy and the committee's reputation in the popular media (Edwards & Edward, 2004) .
The ongoing HUAC hearings encouraged patriotic national organizations to carry out a series of new campaigns intended to foster a sense of pride in one's own country among school children and to root out subversive teaching staff in public schools. 35 Principal among these was the "Americanism" campaign developed by the American Legion in the early 1950s. Undertaken as a response to the growth of progressive history teaching in the 1930s and 1940s, the "Americanism" campaign introduced a full-fledged American History curriculum that the Legion hoped would be adopted across the country. 36 While many states declined to introduce the recommendations, the Legion found an enthusiastic supporter in fellow Florida Legionnaire and school official Thomas D. Bailey. 37 In 1953, Bailey, working in conjunction with Florida Legion Chairman Robert A. Francis, developed a curriculum package that was sent to each school district for immediate adoption. In a pamphlet designed to promote the program titled, "Democracy and Americanism in Florida Public Schools," Bailey wrote in the foreword:
If Communism or socialism ever come (sic) to America they will not come through our schools … The schools act as the cornerstone of popular government. The free public schools are products of our democratic society and are a bulwark against infiltration by Communism or other systems of social organization.
38 (Author's emphasis)
Among the stipulations of the new curriculum were that "Schools must display the flag of the United States of America daily," "Pupils learn the story of America and the American way of life," and "Schools are required to teach essentials of the United States Constitution." 39 Along with this was a list of textbooks recommended for instruction as well as those prohibited from use in Florida public schools. Among the materials prohibited from use were both the series of workbooks produced by Harold Rugg of Columbia Teachers College and the Magruder American History textbooks now in standard use in American high schools. 40 The "Americanism" curriculum policy, developed by American Legion members in conjunction with school officials either explicitly connected to the Legion such as Bailey or sympathetic to their cause, codified a set of procedures for teaching American History as well as a list of acceptable and unacceptable literature for use in the classroom. These measures were the primary evidence used in cases against teachers. This new policy had a dramatic effect on social studies instruction in Florida. In one case, John D. Bryan, a veteran of the Putnam County school system, was dismissed amid salacious newspaper coverage for using a textbook that carried sympathetic coverage of the civil rights struggle. 41 The textbook in question, "American Problems Today," by Robert Rienow included a chapter titled "Minorities and their Rights," which cited the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People as sources for further information. This episode clearly shows the connection between the activities of patriotic organizations and incidents in specific schools.
1959-1960
The Cuban Revolution of 1959, in which a peasant rebellion led by a small group of nationalist intellectuals-including Fidel Castro and his brother Raoul-overthrew the dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista, shook the political establishment of the United States to its core. The US government had for years provided support for the Batista regime and the elite class of gusanos, many of whom fled to Miami in the aftermath of the revolution. 42 After a series of unsuccessful negotiations with the leaders of the "26th of May Movement," the new administration of President John F. Kennedy announced an official trade embargo with Cuba on 7 February 1962. 43 Given Cuba's proximity to the southern tip of the peninsula, however, the revolutionary events in Cuba had a more profound effect on officials in Florida. Florida Governor LeRoy Collins's first response to the crisis was to monitor the activities of Cuban-American organizations operating in Florida. With the sudden influx of Cuban émigrés, particularly in the Dade County area dominated by Miami, there may have been good reason for this concern. Most wealthy émigrés formed organizations that were hostile to the Castro regime and openly called for its demise. However, among families who had resided in Miami for many generations, there was a great deal of sympathy for those who had "stuck a cigar in the eye of imperialism." Collins turned to the Florida Chamber of Commerce to produce a watchlist of organizations to be monitored by his office. 45 Delivered to Collins on 3 April, the commissioned list focused on youthoriented left groups that had given nominal support to the Cuban revolutionary government such as The American Youth Congress, the International Union of Students, and the People's Educational Center. The Florida Chamber of Commerce list also included publications such as The Pan-American Monthly and Cuban Society Today, which painted a flattering portrait of revolutionary Cuban society. The accompanying commentary claimed that these publications were "CP fronts." 46 The authors of this material placed a particular focus on the role of educators in preparing students to "defend the United States in the face of Communist aggression." 47 Any Florida public school teacher found to be sympathetic to the Castro government was summarily dismissed without warning. In the 1959-1960 school year alone, for example, 27 teachers were dismissed in Miami/Dade County-many without any previous complaints in their files. 48 The tensions surrounding the negotiations between the United States and "a revolutionary government ninety miles off the shores of Miami" led to an expansion of the scope of earlier loyalty oaths to proscribe any relations with Cuba. In Florida, this took on a particularly intense character. Charles L. Elkins notes that the Johns Committee, originally created in 1954 by Florida state legislator Charley Johns in large part to subvert the efforts toward desegregation following the landmark Brown vs. Board of Education Supreme Court decision, in its later incarnations began to monitor any faculty or student groups at Florida state institutions that any way supported the Cuban Revolution (Elkins, 1998, pp. 757-765) . Under this new proviso, the Johns Committee would increasingly turn its attention as well toward high school teachers who expressed solidarity with the Castro regime.
Thus, throughout these three distinct eras, incidents occurring on an international and national scale were brought to bear in cases resulting in disciplinary action against public school teachers.
Teachers' unions and academic freedom
In each of these cases, the record of activity on the part of the AFTs and NEA and its local affiliates seems to be virtually non-existent. This is in stark contrast to the record of groups such as the AAUP and ACLU in acting in defense of college and university faculty during the period of 1945-1960. The case of University of Florida political scientist John H. Reynolds, illustrates this point. In April 1953, Reynolds was called to testify before HUAC on the subject of his connections to Communist organizations. Reynolds, who had completed his doctoral work at Harvard University, had been identified by other figures in the "Harvard cell" of the CP in the 1940s. 50 After refusing to testify on Fifth Amendment grounds, Reynolds was suspended by University of Florida President J. Hillis Miller, who commented that Reynolds' refusal to testify was a "serious breach of moral responsibility." 51 Throughout this process, attorneys provided by the ACLU and accompanied by representatives of the AAUP, who promoted the case in its journals, represented Reynolds. 52 Although Reynolds was subsequently dismissed along with several other Florida-based academics during the 1950s, his spirited defense assisted by professional organizations is an example of the concern for academic freedom shown in cases relating to university professors. 53 What then accounts for the lack of support exhibited by teachers' unions in cases in which the intellectual autonomy of teachers was under attack in the 1950s? The origins of these organizations may shed some light on this subject. The NEA from its founding in 1857, was an organization primarily composed of and representative of the interests of school administrators. It was only after the creation of the AFT in 1916 as an activist union for rank and file teachers that the NEA began to recruit classroom teachers as well. In an effort to broaden the appeal of the organization, the NEA formed the National Council for the Defense of Democracy through Education (commonly known as the "Defense Commission"). While the Defense Commission engaged in some useful investigative work in support of teachers during the 1940s and 50s, Stuart Foster argues that, "it accepted the prevailing zeitgeist that a serious internal communist threat existed. As such, the Defense Commission betrayed itself as a victim of the fear and paranoia of the red scare era" (Foster, 2000, p. 23) .
The trajectory of the NEA and its Defense Commission during the McCarthy era shows a disturbing tendency to overcompensate in its efforts to appear respectable at a time when it felt weakened by the attacks of patriotic organizations. Marjorie Murphy argues that teachers' unions in the United States have traditionally faced three obstacles in their efforts to represent teachers and educators: "the ideology of professionalism, the recurrent red-baiting, and the also recurrent and not unrelated fiscal crisis." 54 Murphy's second point-teachers' unions' persistent cravenness in the face of antiCommunism-begins to explain its reluctance to embrace the cases of attacks on academic freedom during the McCarthy period. Indeed, largely due to the influence of formerly left-wing intellectuals around the influential journal Partisan Review, the NEA and AFT developed policies that specifically precluded the defense of those members found to be connected to the CP 55 For example, a statement on "Academic Freedom" adopted at the 1952 Annual Convention of the AFT states:
The danger is still imminent that manipulation of public aversion to Communism may and can be used as a means of silencing, intimidating, or eliminating progressive, liberal teachers from public schools.
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In other words, teachers influenced by socialist or communist ideas were themselves a threat to academic freedom, and thus, could not be afforded the rights of other teachers. 57 The AFT SecretaryTreasurer Irving R. Kuenzli in a December 1951 editorial titled, "How about the attacks on the classroom teacher?" explicitly voiced this stance. In the article, he blamed the attacks on progressive education on the presence of "Communists in schools." 58 Thus, while the AFT issued public policy statements through its journals that formally opposed the use of loyalty oaths and the practice of forcing teachers to testify before HUAC, neither the NEA nor the AFT took principled stands against the terminations of teachers accused of CP membership. 
Conclusions
The documentary evidence cited above from the Florida State Archives and contemporary newspaper articles leads to several important conclusions that cut against the dominant view that a popular anti-Communist sentiment stoked a censorious response approved of by most Americans. First, cold war tensions were largely responsible for developing national policies that would negatively affect the abilities of teachers to conduct independent teaching in the classroom. For example, the Truman administration's Executive Order 9835, which led directly to the adoption of "Loyalty Oaths" within school districts in Florida, was a response to the prevalent view in Washington that the offices of power had been infiltrated by Soviet spies. The fact that the CP was on the wane at the time, while ironic, does not alter the intention of these public policies.
Second, national self-styled "patriotic" organizations such as the American Legion, DAR and US Chambers of Commerce enthusiastically participated in the period's anti-Communist activities. McCarthyism must therefore be viewed as a hierarchical phenomenon, with policies flowing from the political elite in Washington down to the provinces, often through the direction of these organizations. While there were obvious fears of Communism among the population at large, doubtless inflamed by the national media, McCarthyism was not a popular movement. 60 Those who participated in its activities at the local level, such as the parents who criticized John P. Bryan's selection of textbooks, did so as adjuncts of the national organizations to which they belonged.
Last, and most important, the evidence shows that those organizations specifically established to protect teachers from attacks on their abilities to act as independent, intellectual advocates in their classrooms were as weak, timid, hesitant, and ineffective as anti-Communist organizations were strong, dynamic, purposeful, and highly effective in their efforts. An understanding of this balance of power and the consequences of it are imperative if future threats to the academic freedom of secondary-level public school teachers are to be combated. Notes 1. Quoted in Tierney and Lechuga (2005, p. 9) . 2. The definitive work on the effect of anti-Communist activities on university campuses is: Schrecker (1986) . Among the other works I have consulted are: Carleton (1985) , Caute (1978) , Dee Kille (2004), Sanders (1979) . 3. One notable exception is the work of Stuart Foster in the New York City public school system: Foster (2000). 4. Gloria Pipkin has pointed to the obvious absence of research requirements for high school instructors as an explanation for this discrepancy (Pipkin, 2002, p. 13) . Alternatively, University of Wisconsin critical theorist Michael Apple has suggested that the lack of concern for academic freedom at secondary level is connected to the persistent trend in the twentieth century toward what he has labeled the "de-skilling" of teachers; that is, removing the ability of teachers to develop curriculum for their own classes in favor of mandating the use of pre-packaged curricular materials (Apple, 2000, p. 51). 5. John Henry Faulk, for example, voices this opinion when he states: "It was a time when intimidation and repression overwhelmed orderly political processes, a time when denigrating epithets and vicious labels were substituted for rational, political dialogue, a time when mindless fear and hysteria swept away common sense and resulted in a terror whose repercussions were felt in all branches of the government and in the minds of the people of the United States. Above all, it was a time when vigilantism took over our national life." From Faulk's preface to Carleton (1985, p. ix) . 6. In the following discussions, I will refer to organizations such as the American Legion, Chambers of Commerce, and DAR as "patriotic," although my own view is that they were anything but patriotic in their activities. 7. This reference is from a DAR activist quoted in Kille (2004, p. 27 ). 8. Clarke (1988, pp. 5-15) argues in his introduction that the imperatives of "total warfare" led to a statist trend within Western capitalism between 1920 and 1950. This need dovetailed with the rise of Keynesian economics in the West. 9. Clark (1998) neatly summarizes the contradictory impulses involved in the GI Bill's introduction: "The GI Bill did inspire a cultural rethinking of the value of higher education upon which the increasing postwar demand for a college education was built, but the legacies of the GI Bill cannot be said to have been entirely democratic … It made college seem more democratic and practical and, at the same time, encouraged public expectations and aspirations that they could attain the trappings of middle-class status" (p. 189). 10. Leeson (2000) Carleton (1985, p. 63) . 31. Universities also often used these refusals as pretexts for firing university faculty. Jane Sanders reports that six members of the English Department at the University of Washington were dismissed after refusing to give testimony before the committee (Sanders, 1979, pp. 89-91) . 32. The most vivid account of the activities of HUAC is found in: Goodman (1968, pp. 321-322) . 33. Ellen Schrecker argues that the choice of noted academics such as Lattimore indicates the desire on the part of anti-Communist groups to eliminate the protections of tenure and seniority. Schrecker (1986, p. 8) . 34. Schrecker (1986, pp. 164-166) comments that, "His graduate students and even his former secretaries had trouble getting jobs. And he had trouble getting published. The mainstream press closed its doors to him …" (p. 166). 35. Stuart Foster raises the important issue of just how many CP members existed in the faculties of public schools in the 1950s: "In truth, the number of those committed to the Communist cause in the 1950s was miniscule in comparison to the number of teachers in the country as a whole. In the early 1950s, just over one million teachers worked in public schools in the United States. Even if one accepts the inflated calculations of Bella Dodd, the once communist activist turned Congressional investigation informer, the grand total amounted to no more than 1,500 teachers" (Foster, 2000, p. 18 53. This view is in contrast to that voiced by Ellen Schrecker, who writes: "Whether timelier action by the AAUP would have actually prevented any firings, given all of the other pressures on university administrations, faculties, and trustees during this period, is hard to tell. Nonetheless, the failure of the AAUP to take any public action at all until the worst of McCarthyism was over certainly did not advance the cause of academic freedom, and it is entirely possible that prompt condemnation of some of the more egregious violations of academic freedom might have deterred some administrations or stimulated more resistance by faculty members at schools where such resistance might have been effective" (Schrecker, 1986, p. 315 (Schrecker, 1986, pp. 339-340 Caute (1978, p. 215) .
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